MP AUTHOR AND MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
MP invites voluntary submissions on corrosion control technologies and practical
applications pertaining to cathodic and anodic protection, coatings and linings,
chemical treatment, materials selection and design, and inspection
methodologies.
Types of Information Sought
Technical articles should:
• Describe a new or improved means of solving a corrosion problem;
• Describe a field or failure analysis that illustrates the rationale in materials
selection, control methods, or inspection technology; and/or
• Correlate and summarize previously published information to emphasize its
value in solving a practical problem.
Submissions should not exceed seven double-spaced, typewritten pages of text,
including references. Tables plus figures should not exceed six.
Articles based on NACE Annual Conference papers must be submitted as
double-spaced manuscripts conforming to MP submission guidelines.
Conference papers that have lengthy abstracts, text, and numerous tables and
figures must be reduced in order to fit the space available in MP.
Technical articles promoting proprietary products or processes for commercial
purposes will not be accepted for publication.
Case History, Failure Avoidance, and Phorgotten Phenomena articles
summarize a field experience (in two to six double-spaced pages) and include
descriptions of the specific settings, the problems involved, the remedies
selected and the reasons for their selection, and the outcomes.
Copyright transfer or reprint permission is required for technical and case historytype articles.
News items are brief announcements (up to three double-spaced pages) of
significant new findings, technical trends, or descriptions of innovative products
or systems. Photos and figures are welcome.
Editorials/Viewpoints address a timely corrosion subject, succinctly expressing
the reader’s opinion or experience (not to exceed 450 words).
Letters to the Editor are welcome and include reader comments, suggestions,
and responses to MP articles. Letters may be edited for style and brevity.

Product and company/personnel announcements are welcome for MP’s
Product Showcase and Company News departments.
Manuscript Submission
Manuscripts must be typed, double-spaced, on one side of the paper. Original
artwork or high-resolution (minimum 300 dpi) digital files are required—no
photocopies or thermal prints will be accepted. MP staff prefers that manuscripts
and artwork be submitted through MP’s online Paper Tracker system at
www.nace.org/MP_PaperTracker. If necessary, manuscripts and photos may
also be submitted electronically via e-mail. If using conventional mail, please
send the original manuscript plus two copies, original figures and photographs,
and disk to:
Gretchen Jacobson
MP Managing Editor
1440 South Creek Drive
Houston, TX 77084
Phone: 281/228-6207
Fax: 281/228-6307
E-mail: gretchen.jacobson@mail.nace.org
Approval of Technical Articles
•
•

•

Technical review: The MP Technical Editor and corrosion industry experts
on MP’s Editorial Advisory Board review technical article submissions to
determine if they are technically viable and suitable for MP.
Publication approval: The Technical Editor will notify the primary author of
publication approval or rejection, or if additional work is needed before the
manuscript can be accepted. Upon acceptance, the Technical Editor selects
the issue of publication, which primarily depends on the editorial theme of the
issue.
Editing: Articles are edited for grammar, technical language, and NACE
style. The MP Technical Editor and primary author check all final proofs prior
to publication.

There are no charges for publication nor payments for accepted articles or
photos. Courtesy copies of MP are provided to authors, and reprints are available
for a nominal fee.
For more information, the NACE International Publications Style Manual can be
obtained free by contacting NACE Membership Services, 1440 South Creek
Drive, Houston, TX 77084; phone: 281/228-6223; fax: 281/228-6329; or email: msd@mail.nace.org.

